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About us:Join a place built on innovation and creativity. Where different views and

perspectives are welcomed and valued. An environment that champions inclusion, and teams

that reflect the diversity of the communities that we serve. NEOVATION is a preferred

Global Partner for Medical Affairs of Pharmaceutical companies and Healthcare sector. We

enable and collaborate with our partners to address their scientific needs, providing seamless

and compliant executional support for strategic initiatives towards healthcare providers and

patients. Why Neovation?At Neovation, we embrace an open organizational culture where

success is determined by operating as one team. We encourage all Neogetters to express

their thoughts and opinions freely and share feedback. We nurture talent by fostering

employee career growth, welcome diverse perspectives & cultivate an environment in which

ideas are not only heard but thoughtfully considered. It’s the value that contribute to a

strong culture- and an enhanced employee experience and we wish our employees

succeed in their career and assist in achieving your goals. Always committed to life-long

learning, growth, and development.  Are you already imagining yourself joining our team?

Good, because we can’t wait to hear from you.Position Summary The candidate will be

primarily responsible to plan, coordinate, review and edit content by meeting the quality and

standards. The objective is to provide exceptional, informative, and engaging

content. Responsibilities-· Filter information into clear and concise text and have the ability to

present content in the most engaging manner.· Optimize and manage content considering SEO

and SEM best practices.· Research and authenticate facts, dates, and statistics.· Aware of

all referencing styles and formats.· Stay up to date with industries and how it relates to the
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client brand, to generate content for new and existing customers.· Responsible for overall content

quality & user engagement metrics.· Editing and proofreading excellence. Qualification &

Skillsets:· Bachelor’s/Master’s/PhD· 5+ years of experience in life sciences, healthcare

content editing sector· Excellent communication skills and attention to detail· Ability to work on

multiple deliverables with a similar timeline  
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